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Summary

Bringing life-changing medicines to millions of people, Novartis sits at the intersection of cutting-edge medical
science and innovative digital technology. As a global company, the resources and opportunities for growth
and development are plentiful including global and local cross functional careers, a diverse learning suite of
thousands of programs & an in-house marketplace for rotations & project work. With strong medicines pipeline
our current transformation will not just deliver growth for our business but continue to allow us to bring
innovative medicines to patients quickly. The International Medical Affairs (IMA) team represents the voice of
the International markets, with a focus on our top priority markets and addresses their needs across pre-
launch, launch, life-cycle management and in-market. We are seeking a Director IMA, Immunology
(Rheumatology), to provide aligned input from the top priority International markets into IEP and is responsible
for the implementation of the scientific communications and medical education strategy, as well as relevant
medical standards in these markets. This role will support the planning and execution at International for the
medical/scientific engagement strategy (MSL / Field Medical Affairs strategy, medical education programs,
scientific publication planning and Medical Expert network development) addressing and delivering strategic
pre-launch and launch medical activities needs for patient, clinical, access and value to health care systems.
Acting as a subject matter expert in the development of the overarching strategies for International, the
Director IMA will provide inputs during design and along the end-to-end execution of programs and be a
strategic partner to International Commercial, International Value & Access, Global, Regional and US MA, and
Development.

About the Role

<b>Key responsibilities:</b>

Execute medical affairs launch strategy for all priority programs in key International countries including
transformation tactics such as: research/population health, innovative partnerships and integrated
evidence plans.
Partner with Medical Affairs organizations in key countries to ensure strong delivery focus on country
needs.
Advisory to plans for evidence generation, MSL / Field Medical Affairs strategy, medical education
programs, scientific publication planning and Medical Expert network development with TAs.
Co-own the development and implementation of innovative education and scientific communication plans
for all brands for external stakeholders at International.
Represent International Medical Affairs around prioritized portfolio with internal (Global Medical Affairs,
Development, Biomedical Research etc.) and external audiences, in collaboration with International
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Commercial including the investment, medical and regulatory communities, as well as pharmaceutical or
biotechnology industry collaborators/partners.
Represent “the voice of the patient” internally and evaluate factors relevant to a patient’s informed
decision making.
Provide medical input into the development and implementation of successful reimbursement and
market-access strategies.
Provide input to shape Field Medical Strategies, ensure implementation of key Field Medical initiatives,
e.g., insight gathering, sharing and translation into action, development and conduct of trainings on
disease area and medical/ scientific knowledge, and guides MSL deployment.
Ensure that Patient Access programs are supported for all brands within International Medical Affairs and
delivered with full compliance.

<b>Essential requirements:</b>

MD preferred,  PhD or PharmD
5+ years in Pharmaceutical Industry experience, preferably in Medical Affairs and/or Clinical
Development
Deep understanding of health care systems and key external stakeholders
Strong track record of delivery focus for time and quality in medical affairs projects

<b>Preferred requirements:</b>

Specialist Degree or specialist qualification in Rheumatology desirable.
Extensive knowledge of this disease area and market landscape.  
Significant medical affairs pre-launch and launch experience in major markets (ie Germany, China,
Japan) 
Prior experience within an “above country” role (i.e. regional/cluster lead, global lead)
Experience in developing and executing “Best in Class” processes at scale.

Location:
This role can be based in Switzerland, Ireland, UK or Spain

<b>Why Novartis?</b>

Our purpose is to reimagine medicine to improve and extend people’s lives and our vision is to become the
most valued and trusted medicines company in the world. How can we achieve this? With our people. It is our
associates that drive us each day to reach our ambitions. Be a part of this mission and join us! Learn more
here: https://www.novartis.com/about/strategy/people-and-culture

Accessibility and accommodation:
 

Novartis is committed to working with and providing reasonable accommodation to all individuals. If, be-cause
of a medical condition or disability, you need a reasonable accommodation for any part of the recruitment
process, or in order to receive more detailed information about the essential functions of a position, please
send an e-mail to inclusion.switzerland@novartis.com and let us know the nature of your re-quest and your
contact information. Please include the job requisition number in your message

<b>You’ll receive:</b>

Competitive salary, Annual bonus, Pension scheme, Share scheme, 25 days annual leave, Flexible working
arrangements, subsidized dining facilities, Employee recognition scheme, learning and development2/4
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opportunities.

<b>Join our Novartis Network: </b> If this role is not suitable to your experience or career goals but you
wish to stay connected to learn more about Novartis and our career opportunities, join the Novartis Network
here:  https://talentnetwork.novartis.com/network

Why Novartis: Helping people with disease and their families takes more than innovative science. It takes a
community of smart, passionate people like you. Collaborating, supporting and inspiring each other.
Combining to achieve breakthroughs that change patients’ lives. Ready to create a brighter future together?
https://www.novartis.com/about/strategy/people-and-culture

Join our Novartis Network: Not the right Novartis role for you? Sign up to our talent community to stay
connected and learn about suitable career opportunities as soon as they come up:
https://talentnetwork.novartis.com/network
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